2012 chevy malibu electrical problems

Table 1 shows 17 common electrical system related problems of the Chevrolet Malibu. The
number one most common problem is related to the electrical system problems. The second
most common problem is related to the wiring 25 problems. Vehicle is stalling out while driving,
then when shuts off it will not start back up. Fuel pump was replaced, worked great for 1 whole
day then did the same thing, left me stranded. Fuse box was then replaced. Read details At 1st
my car wouldn't crank every so often then started going drag while driving I googled it and had
to beat on fusebox in trunk or wiggle wires so had to run wire straight to battery to fuel pump.
Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of Chevrolet Malibu. The Wiring
problem Vehicle is stalling out while driving, then when shuts off it will not start back up. The
Car Will Not Start problem At 1st my car wouldn't crank every so often then started going drag
while driving I googled it and had to beat on fusebox in trunk or wiggle wires so had to run wire
straight to battery to fuel pump. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Trunk Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Headlights Turn Off While
Driving problems. Starter problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems. Instrument Panel
problems. Battery Cable problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. Ignition problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Crankshaft Position Sensor problems.
Ignition Module problems. Battery Dead problems. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The vehicle have
no check engine codes but won't start and cuts off I traffic and in highway. The fuse box in
trunk gets got and the fuel pump relay gets hot. After the car stalls the only way to start is shake
wiretap fuse box in trunk and tap on rear fuse box - Cincinnati, OH, USA. The low-beam
headlights keep burning out. A melted socket was the first issue. It was repaired a month ago
and now the same problem is again at play. There must be an electrical short. This is a common
problem with these vehicles that many have reported. It costs dearly to have a mechanic take
apart the front of the vehicle and work on the lights since you must take off the whole front
bumper to access the headlights. I have paid for repair and bulb replacement already in the past
2 months. To see it happening again is very discouraging. Search CarComplaints. My Chevy
Malibu passenger side low beam has gone out for the second time in less than a year. After
doing some research, I found this is a common issue for the Chevy Malibu. Entries stating
similar issues specifically effecting the same passenger side low beam, totaled more than on
carproblemzoo. If GM does not acknowledge they have supplied a faulty product, as described
by the hundreds of complaints listed online, they are complicit to any accidents or injury
caused by their lack of action and concern. The general public takes great care to make sure
their vehicles can both safely operate and Transport themselves and others. With this damaged
part in Chevy's Malibu, making great strides for a safe vehicle could be for nothing if the light
does not do its job. With this in mind, please consider the climate we live in today. The
difference between a faulty headlight, and a reliable light, could mean life or death not only for
those on the road, but for poc, targeted by police, for a faulty headlight. In , darrius stewart was
a passenger in a Chevy Malibu. He unjustly lost his life to a police officer after the driver was
pulled over for what do you ask? Darrius stewart. General Motors- recall. The anti-theft system
randomly activates and shuts down the car. It prevents me from starting the car. It usually
happens when I am trying to start the car but I've read posts about it happening while people
are driving. My fuse box in my trunk came back fail bad one so changed it out with another one
well that worked for 1 month my car stalls or dont start unless I hit the fuse box got another
fuse box that did the same exact things now some times when I hit the fuse box my car will start
then again won't somethings making the fuse box to go bad I believe it's something to do the
wiring or fuel pump relay fuse. I've had my car stsll on the high way to many times this need to
be recalled its a hazard problem not safe. This is my third complaint because my car has
electrical issues that need repaired. The vehicle would not start, would have to tap on fuel box
located in trunk to get it to start. In the middle of driving the car, the car would lose power and
ESC, traction control, check engine light would come on and power steering would lock up. This
is all because of the wiring located in the trunk. Everybody on here has the same problem with
their Malibu's. This is really dangerous especially when I have my kids in the car and it just
loses power and cut off in the middle of traffic. Car would randomly not start up. Starter would
engage with key turned, but engine would not fire off and run. No codes from diagnostics. Never
heard fuel pump energize with problem present. Car would eventually successfully start. Bench
tested fuel pump relay with no issues. Disassembled fuse box in trunk and found the brown
wire connecting the fuel pump to its relay was significantly heat stressed. The black plastic wire
harness that houses the brown fuel pump wire was also stressed and deformed, and was no
longer retaining the crimped connector for the brown wire. I had to clean up the metal crimp

connector and pinch down on the end so that it would "grab" the relay terminal once
reassembled. Car has yet to repeat the starting problem a year later. Doors keep unlocking and
locking on their own. Does it constantly no matter what I do.. I purchased this car used and 2
weeks after I had to have it towed to a mechanic from work because it wouldn't start. Drove it
home and the next day went out to start it before work and wouldn't start but had crank. Called
mechanic he had it towed back to his shop, cleaned the fuse box in the trunk and said the
brown wire was loose. Started up the next day but the following day it stalled on me while me
and my son was on our way to get something to eat and I hit the box in the trunk and it started. I
cannot believe this is not a recall yet from how many people have went through this electrical
wiring issue. This was all on city streets. How many times am I going to have to beat on this box
to get it started and how long will that last? The car seems to run fine once it starts. The
problem is getting it to start. Sometimes the car starts without any problems and then
sometimes it won't. We replaced the fuel pump, which seemed to fix the problem for a few days
and then the same thing started to happen. We replaced a couple of fuses. Again this seemed to
fix the problem for a few days and then the same thing started to happen. My husband and I
noticed that there is some wiring that is always hot leading from the fuse box to the fuel pump.
Basically we believe that Chevrolet used cheap crappy thin wiring. Because of this, the car
won't start. We did some research online and it seems that everyone who owns a Chevy Malibu
has had a similar problem that has cost consumers hundreds of dollars. We have always owned
a Chevy and this is the first vehicle that we have ever had a problem with. We are seriously
considering switching to Toyota or Nissan since Chevrolet has been receiving complaints and
thus far has chosen not to do anything. Chevrolet manufactured the Chevy Malibu and was
aware of the issues surrounding the fuse box, fuel pump, and the wiring. One of these days, the
car is going to catch fire because of the faulty system. It is extremely frustrating to see all of
these Chevy Malibu owners experiencing the same issue and Chevrolet does nothing. We never
know if the car is going to start; it's literally a guessing game. Sometimes we tap the fuse box,
sometimes we kick the side of the rear passenger door, and sometimes we have to sit and wait
15 minutes and then the car will start. Chevrolet needs to have a recall and fix the issues
surrounding the Chevy Malibu. Eventually the wiring is going to catch fire. Vehicle would not
start. Dealership changed fuse box and wiring in trunk due to melting. Now low beam headlights
not working. Replaced one months ago, now both not working again. Noticed similar complaints
on your website. Driver side headlight kept going in and out until completely going out and not
working. When getting a new bulb put it it did the same thing a week later. The wiring in the
headlight is faulty. The same thing goes for the front speakers of the car. The front speakers will
come on and off on their own as well. Driving my vehicle with my 3 month old daughter in the
car. Turned the
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wheel as I was taking a turn and the power steering completely stopped. This forced me to
apply the brake because I almost wemt off the road!! I see this isn't the only incident involving
the ESC and power steering!! I have replace my headlights about 10 within two years. Firestone
have replaced the wiring, and my headlight still goes out. If you go to cargurus. This is
ridiculous! Car shutoff twice in motion once while actually driving on the freeway. Something
under the hood popped and the vehicle was smoky state officials order me and my family out
the vehicle in toledo a hour drive away from my home. They stated it was a safety hazard and
that I could not enter my vehicle and took it away. I had even sent over a message to the dealer
representative I purchased the car from a month earlier stating I was having problems he
refused to respond or help he stated that I already signed the contract and I should deal with it
myself. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

